The refuge of the Lord

The refuge is a choosing place by the Lord Jesus-Christ or by the Virgin Mary or by the Eternal
Father Himself.
The refuge can also be by an owner of a land and house, or a renter of an apartment. If it belongs
to an owner, the refuge must be consecrated and offer by the owner himself to the Eternal Father.
This is the prayer of the offering who must be prayed by the owner or a person who represent
him or her. If it is a married person, her wife or his husband must be known about. Until they do
not refuse the person who take charge can made the prayer:

You will need the Holy exorcised Water or if it not possible, the Holy Water will be sufficient. This
water must be blessed by a priest.
You will need blessed exorcised Salt or if it is not possible, a blessing Salt will be sufficient.
Prayer:
In the Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.
God the Father, trough your beloved Son Jesus-Christ who shed His blood on the cross to save
us, I consecrate my home (my apartment) my land to You.
It will be yours. You will use it as You want for the safety of the people. I consecrate this land
and this home (apartment) to You through the Sacred Heart of Jesus and the intercession of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, to be under the wings of the Holy Spirit for the time of purification.
You sprinkle the Holy water in the four corners of the House (or apartment) making a sign of the
cross saying: «In the Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen.»

You do the same prayer for your land and make the sign of the cross with the blessed Salt, only in
one spot, drawing with the blessed Salt and saying in the same time: « In the Name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen».

When will be the time for the refuge, depend of the number that the Eternal Father have chosen
for you, you will organise your refuge on this pattern:
The Angel of your refuse will always preside the meeting.

Counsel of the Wisdom
At the table seat:
the owner of the refuge,
the representant for the meal organisation, ( planification for 2 meal per day, + biscuit coffee,
juice and thee for the day)
the representant for the worker organisation, ( planification for the task for the day)
the representant for the Liturgy organisation, ( planification for mass, liturgical songs, adoration
round Hour and rosery and merciful Chaplet.
the representant for the social life ( sick, elder, youth,) (school, sport, relation between people)
the representant of the family life ( reserve a space for couple, favorize time in family)

A group of twenty until forty will have just the Counsel of Wisdom.

A group of forty to one hundred will have a second level of counsel name Counsel of the
Archangel:

This group will elect a someone who will become a helper of each representant of the Counsel of
Wisdom. These persons will work hand to hand with the representant and will assemble every
week the people under his or her charge to facilitate the communication and the relation with
the Counsel of Wisdom.
Each representative will have a vis-à-vis to work with him. The will be name:
Counsel of the Virtues
The representant of the meal = The sower
The representant of the worker= The organiser
The representant for the liturgy = The unifier
The representant for the social life = The peacemaker
The representant for the family life = The familiar
A group one hundred to 200 hundred will be name Counsel of the Archangels
This group will elect a someone who will become a helper of each representant of the Counsel of
Wisdom. These persons will work hand to hand with the representant and will assemble every
week the people under his or her charge to facilitate the communication and the relation with
the Counsel of Wisdom. At this level a representant from the group of the Virtues will be elect to
seat at the Counsel of Wisdom and will preside a table of the Counsel of the Virtues. The Counsel
of the Archangels will also elect a representant to seat at the Counsel of Wisdom who will also
preside a table of the representant of each name before.

At this level:
The representant of the meal = the sower = will be name The Baker
The representant of the worker = the organiser = The craftsman
The representant of the liturgy = the unifier = the Glorifier
The representant of the social life = the peacemaker = the Compagnon
The representant of the family life = the animator
If you have more than 200 hundred
You multiplied you number and you can add other group of persons.
Exemple
For the group of the Counsel of Wisdom
The representant of meal at the table of wisdom can represent the sower from the counsel of
Virtues who will have a number of person under there charge who will subdivided also their group
for and operative management.
Ex: The representant of meal can have under his charge 10 representant of Sower supervising
a group of 100 persons each = 1000 person subdivided in the counsel who can assemble a meeting
the representant of Archangel name the Baker who also supervise a subdivision of 5 person who
take care of 20 persons each.

The name of the other Counsel:
Counsels of hope
The Baker = harvester
The craftsmen = the worker
The Glorifier = the Disciple
The Compagnon = The friend
The animator = the supportor
Counsel of Angels
Harvestor = the farmer
The worker = the constructor
The disciple = the Withness
The friend = the brother or the sister
The supporter = a faithfull

